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ABSTRACT Underwater camera platform’s low image stabilization accuracy and poor waterproofness
seriously restrict the quality of photos. In order to better cope with underwater camera work, this paper
proposes a cable-driven underwater camera stabilized platform. It is a mobile platform driven in parallel by
four flexible cables. To improve image stabilization accuracy and anti-interference performance, the system’s
dynamic model is established in a non-inertial reference frame. And the random water wave interference is
modeled. Moreover, a novel double-loop integral-type global fast terminal sliding mode control strategy is
designed. Lyapunov stability theory is used to analyze the stability of the strategy. Finally, by comparing with
the existing global fast terminal sliding mode controller and traditional sliding mode controller, the designed
controller is simulated and verified. The results show that the proposed control strategy not only has the
advantages of fast response and robustness, but also has the characteristics of rapid convergence in a finite
time and high accuracy. This method can provide a valuable reference for the development of underwater
camera stabilized platforms.

INDEX TERMS Cable-driven parallel robot, dynamic model, global fast terminal sliding mode control,
underwater stabilized platform.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of underwater scientific explo-
ration, underwater photography has become an indispensable
work [1]. Underwater camera stabilized platform (UCSP) has
a wide range of application values, such as the stable track-
ing and shooting of underwater creatures through cameras
installed on the UCSP [2], [3]. Besides, it can be applied
to video surveillance of marine ecological protection areas,
and the camera attitude can be adjusted through the UCSP
to achieve the goal of stable shooting in a specific direction
and area [4]. In order to track the image of the target stably,
the camera device needs to adjust the shooting angle along
with the movement of the target. Camera stabilized plat-
form (CSP) is a device that can keep the camera stable under
external interference and canmove according to a desired law.
The camera should complete the three-degree-of-freedom
(3-DOF) rotation movement in space under the effect of CSP
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to ensure that the shooting angle can be adjusted at any time
to achieve the purpose of stable shooting. Due to the consid-
erations of underwater environments, device waterproofing
issues, and external interference, underwater photography is
a relatively complex application scenario for CSP.

In recent years, for different application purposes, cable-
driven robots have been extensively studied by researchers
and engineers. A variety of cable-driven robot application
design solutions have been proposed, such as in the field
of aerial robots [5], [6], human rehabilitation movement [7],
[8], and marine platforms [9], [10]. In addition, due to
the need of underwater work, the application of underwa-
ter robots in marine industry and marine scientific research
has become more and more extensive. Literature [10] pro-
posed a Gough-Stewart type cable marine platform and
studied its workspace under the action of harmonic water
waves. Literature [11] proposed an underwater manipula-
tor driven by a hybrid of cables and drivers, and studied
its force-bearing capabilities. Debruyn et al. [12] proposed
an Aerial-aquatic dual robot for the purpose of automatic
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collection of underwater samples in complex areas, focusing
on its mechanical design and control method. Horoub and
Hawwa [13] analyzed the cable distribution characteristics of
the parallel robot ocean platform, focusing

on the influence of cable distribution on the platform’s
dynamic characteristics and workspace.

However, there are few related researches on UCSP.
To deal with the lack of image stabilization accuracy, poor
waterproofness of traditional robot platforms, and com-
plex underwater camera environment, this paper designs
a novel type of cable-driven underwater camera stabilized
platform (CDUCSP). The designed CDUCSP belongs to
the field of cable-driven parallel robots (CDPR), which
replaces rigid links with multiple flexible cables, which effec-
tively reduces the platform’s motion inertia and expands the
workspace [14]–[16]. In addition, the heavy driving device is
placed in the base, so that the driving device and the mobile
platform are separated, which effectively decreases difficul-
ties in waterproofness and is more suitable for underwater
work. The current work mainly focuses on the mechanism
design, dynamic modeling, controller design, and simulation
verification of the CDUCSP.

Because the CDPR system has the characteristics of non-
linearity and strong coupling, it is challenging to model it
accurately. The modeling process consistently produces a set
of highly coupled nonlinear equations. Dynamic modeling
of CDPR is a prerequisite for motion control. And dynamic
analysis can optimize model design and improve control
performance [17]. For the complex dynamic modeling of
CDPR, people have conducted in-depth research [18]–[20].
The typical dynamic modeling methods are Newton-Euler
method, Lagrange method, Kane method, and virtual work
method [21]–[23]. Among them, the Newton-Euler method
is more suitable for modeling complex CDPR because of
its convenient modeling and high accuracy. Caverly and
Forbes [24] deduced the dynamic model of a flexible planar
cable-driven manipulator through the Lagrangian derivation
of a lumped-mass cable model in two dimensions and the
null-space method. This method explicitly takes into account
the change in cable stiffness and winch inertia when the
cables are wound around their respective winches. Jamshid-
ifar et al. [25]–[27] have conducted much research on the
undesired vibration problem of the end-effector and cable of
cable-driven parallel robots and achieved important research
results. These studies put forward the idea of using actua-
tors to suppress the undesired vibration of CDPRs. On this
basis, when the proposed stabilizer can regulate all undesired
vibrations of the system, the issue of the minimum number
of required actuators is further studied. However, in view
of the irregular movement of the robot’s carrier over time,
most researchers ignore the influence of the carrier’s move-
ment [11], [12]. Considering the influence of carrier’s move-
ment on the end-effector, themobile platform in a non-inertial
reference frame is modeled in detail. On this basis, a precise
dynamic model of CDUCSP is established by Newton-Euler
method.

Quickly obtaining the cable’s tension and keeping the ten-
sion within a reasonable range are the key to robot motion
control, so research on the tension solution algorithm is nec-
essary. In [28] and [29], a method of optimizing cable tension
using P-norm is proposed, which solves the real-time problem
of cable tension. However, it is easy to cause discontinu-
ity of cable tension during movement. Borgstrom et al. [30]
proposed the ‘‘optimally safe’’ tension distribution method
to avoid the phenomenon of cable tension relaxation. How-
ever, the proposed algorithm takes too long to calculate the
tension, which affects the real-time control performance of
the robot. Caverly and Forbes [31] used a strictly positive
real controller to control planar cable-driven parallel manip-
ulator, which explicitly considered the cable pretension and
avoided the cable slack. The controller can track high accel-
eration trajectories while maintaining positive cable tensions.
El-Ghazaly et al. [32] proposed an extended adaptive control
scheme via terminal sliding mode for cable-driven parallel
manipulators. Redundancy resolution is solved based on the
limits on control input torques corresponding to the tension
limits. The controller realizes that cable tensions are within
a non-negative range of admissible values during the control
process. In this paper, a non-iterative tension solution algo-
rithm is studied, which can solve the cable tension within a
reasonable time, and it is easier to achieve real-time perfor-
mance. It uses the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of Jacobian
matrix to calculate the cable tension and maintain continuity,
which can meet the tension solution requirements of the
designed CDUCSP.

The CDPR is a multi-variable, nonlinear, and strongly
coupled system with uncertainty and interference. It is imper-
ative to design a suitable controller to reduce system motion
errors and enhance image stabilization accuracy and robust-
ness [33], [34]. In order to obtain better control performance,
many control strategies have been applied to CDPR systems,
including fuzzy control [35], neural network control [36],
robust control [37], and sliding mode control (SMC) [38].
Among them, SMC has been widely studied for its easy
design, strong robustness and fast response speed [39]–[42].
However, the control law of traditional SMC is discontinuous,
which leads to chattering and reduces system performance.
In addition, when the system is affected by rapid changes
in disturbances, traditional SMC cannot converge in a finite
time. In order to reduce the chattering phenomenon, people
have proposed to weaken it with the method of reaching law.
[43], [44]. The reaching law method can directly deal with
the arrival process at the sliding mode surface. By adjust-
ing the reaching law parameters, it can not only ensure the
dynamic quality of the sliding mode arrival process, but
also reduce chattering [45]. The commonly used methods
of reaching law include isokinetic reaching law, exponen-
tial reaching law, and power reaching law [46]. Meanwhile,
in order to solve the finite time convergence problem, people
have proposed terminal SMC (TSMC) [47], [48] and fast
TSMC (FTSMC) [49], [50]. TSMC is a nonlinear sliding
mode surface, which enhances the dynamic convergence
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characteristics of the system while guaranteeing finite time
convergence. Compared with TSMC, when the state devia-
tion variable is far from the equilibrium point, FTSMC has
a faster convergence speed. Based on the FTSMC, a new
concept of global FTSMC (GFTSMC) was proposed [51].
GFTSMC ensures that the system state converges to the
equilibrium state more quickly within a finite time. At the
same time, because the control law is continuous and does not
include switching items, it can effectively eliminate system
chattering. Furthermore, GFTSMC has also been extensively
studied in robot control [52]–[54]. Therefore, GFTSMC
based on the reaching law will effectively improve the per-
formance of sliding mode control.

Based on the above analysis, combined with the improved
sliding mode surface and reaching law, a novel double-
loop integral-type GFTSMC (DIGFTSMC) control strategy
is proposed. It consists of an attitude loop and an angular
velocity loop, which are used to track the desired attitude and
angular velocity of the CDUCSP, respectively. In addition,
by modeling the inertial torque, the obtained compensation
torque is applied to the DIGFTSMC design. The uncertainty
of the model is further weakened, and the control perfor-
mance of DIGFTSMC is improved. At the same time, the
integral function is used to realize the design of the sliding
mode surface, and an exponential function is used for the
design of the reaching law. Therefore, compared with the
existing GFTSMC [55] and the traditional SMC [56], the pro-
posed DIGFTSMC has the advantages of fast response and
robustness and has the characteristics of rapid convergence
in finite time and small stable tracking error. The specific
contributions are summarized as:

(1) This paper proposes a novel type of CDUCSP. It is
driven by cables to move the mobile platform, and all heavier
driving devices are placed in the base. Compared with the
traditional serial and parallel rigid robot platform, the device
has strong waterproof performance, large structural rigidity,
small overall inertia, and strong load capacity, which is more
suitable for underwater camera environments.

(2) To eliminate the influence of carrier’s movement on
the platform as much as possible, the overall dynamic model
of CDUCSP is established in a non-internal system. Further-
more, in order to verify the anti-interference characteristics,
the random water wave interference is modeled in detail.

(3) A new type ofDIGFTSMCcontrol strategy is proposed.
The simulation results show that compared with the existing
GFTSMC and SMC, DIGFTSMC has the advantages of fast
finite time convergence, high tracking accuracy, fast transient
response, and strong robustness.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section II
introduces the mechanical design of CDUCSP in detail;
Section III establishes the CDUCSP kinematic and dynamic
models, and models the random disturbance of water wave
and inertial torque; In section IV, the DIGFTSMC control
strategy and cable tension solution algorithm are designed;
Section V makes simulations of CDUCSP under the two
sets of motion laws and random water wave interference;

FIGURE 1. CDUCSP mechanical structure.

Section VI draws the conclusions and describes some future
works.

II. MECHANICAL DESIGN
A. MECHANICAL STRUCTURE
The overall mechanical structure is shown in Fig. 1. The
CDUCSP is composed of catamaran, cable driving system,
camera, antenna, and 3-DOF parallel platform.

The catamaran comprises two yellow hulls and two black
fixed rods, which serve as the carrier of the entire platform
system in the water. The cable driving system is composed of
heavier servo motor and reducer, and is covered by a black
shell. It is placed on the black bracket of the catamaran and
is separated from the water surface, which is beneficial to
improve the overall waterproofness of the CDUCSP. And
the cable driving system has a gyroscope and accelerometer
inside. There is a black cylindrical hollow shell at the top,
and the purpose is to shrink the purple cylindrical rod of
the 3-DOF parallel platform to the top when the CDUCSP
is idle. The 3-DOF parallel platform is composed of base,
mobile platform, restraint mechanism, and four cables. The
cable connects the mobile platform and the base, and the
restraint mechanism is composed of spherical hinge. One end
of the spherical hinge is fixedly connected with the base, and
the other end is connected with the mobile platform. The
translation of the platform is restricted, so that the mobile
platform can only rotate in three dimensions along the center
point of the spherical hinge. The attitude angle is controlled
by the cable tension. The camera is used to take video or
image. A gyroscope and accelerometer are installed on the
mobile platform, which can detect the angular velocity and
angular acceleration of the end-effector (the mobile platform
and the upper part of the spherical hinge) in real-time. The
antenna is used for wireless communication with the ground
station.

B. PLATFORM FRAMEWORK
In order to facilitate modeling, the mechanical structure
model of CDUCSP can be simplified to the 3-DOF parallel
robot platform model. The reference frames and the associ-
ated motion parameters of CDUCSP are shown in Fig. 2.
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FIGURE 2. Reference frames and motion parameters of CDUCSP.

As shown in Fig. 2, the kinematics symbol of CDUCSP is
defined. The inertial coordinate frame is denoted as {S}, the
catamaran coordinate frame is denoted as {O}, the platform
coordinate frame is denoted as {P}. The originO of the frame
{O} is fixed at the catamaran, and the origin P of the frame
{P} is fixed at the center of the spherical joint. ol i =

−−→
AiBi(i =

1, 2, 3, 4) is the direction vector of the i-th cable in the frame
{O}. pai =

−→
PAi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the position vector from

point P to the connection point between the i-th cable and
end-effector in the frame {P}. obi =

−→
OBi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is

the position vector from O to the connection point between
the i-th cable and the base in the frame {O}. op =

−→
OP is the

position vector of the origin P in the frame {O}. It can be seen
from the set coordinate system that the vectors obi, op, pai are
constants.C is the center ofmass of the end-effector. pr =

−→
PC

is the position vector in the frame {P}. or =
−→
OC is the position

vector in the frame {O}.

III. MODELING ANALYSIS
A. KINEMATICS
Kinematics analysis is a prerequisite for the robot to complete
trajectory planning and system control. θ = [α βγ ]T is the
attitude angle of the end-effector. α, β, and γ respectively
denotes the Euler angle, which are transformed by the Z −
Y−X transformation principle. opR is the rotation matrix from
the frame {P} to the frame {O}, expressed as

o
pR =

 cγ cβcγ sβsα − sγ cα cγ sβcα + sγ sα
sγ cβ sγ sβsα + cγ cα sγ sβcα − cγ sα
−sβ cβsα cβcα


(1)

where c is represented as ‘cos’, s is represented as ‘sin’.
According to Fig. 2, by the principle of space vector trans-

formation

ol i = obi − op− oai, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (2)

oai = o
pR

pai (3)

Combining Eq. (2) with Eq. (3), we have

ol i = obi − op− o
pR

pai, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (4)

The length of the i-th cable can be expressed as

oli =
∥∥ol i∥∥ , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (5)

For CDUCSP, since the end-effector realizes rotation
around three coordinate axes in space, the coordinate origin
P of the frame {P} is stationary relative to the frame {O}.
The translational velocity and translational acceleration of
the end-effector in the frame {P} are zero, and only the
rotation velocity and the rotation acceleration of the end-
effector change. The linear transformation between the rota-
tion velocity of the CDUCSP end-effector and the change rate
of cable length is defined as the motion Jacobian matrix of
CDUCSP. The motion Jacobian matrix can be obtained by
deriving the inverse solution of the robot’s velocity. Let

ωp =
[
ωpxωpy ωpz

]T
= J−1P θ̇ (6)

ωo =
[
ωxωyωz

]T
=

o
pRωp (7)

where Jp =

 1 sinαtanβ cosαtanβ
0 cosα −sinα
0 sinα/cosβ cosα/cosβ

, ωp is the angular

velocity vector of the end-effector in the frame {P}, ωo is the
angular velocity vector of the end-effector in the frame {O},
ui is the unit vector of the i-th cable, and its direction is the
same as the direction of the cable vector, which can be written
as

ui = ol i
/∥∥ol i∥∥, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (8)

Since the vectors obi, op, pai are constants, so

d
dt

obi = 0,
d
dt

op = 0,
d
dt

pai = 0 (9)

From the derivative formula of the robot rotation matrix
d
dt

o
pR = ωo ×

o
pR (10)

d
dt
(opR ·

pai) =
d
dt

o
pR ·

pai = ωo × o
pR ·

pai (11)

Taking the derivation on both sides of Eq. (5), and substi-
tuting Eqs. (4), (9), (10), (11) into Eq. (5), we can get

o l̇i =
d
dt

(∥∥ol i∥∥) = 1
‖ol i‖

d
dt

(
1
2

∥∥ol i∥∥2)
=

1
2 ‖ol i‖

d
dt

(∥∥∥obi − op− o
pR

pai
∥∥∥2)

=
1
‖ol i‖

[
(opR

pai − obi + op) ·
d
dt
(opR

pai)
]

=
1
‖ol i‖

[
−
ol i · (ωo × o

pR
pai)

]
= −

1
‖ol i‖

[
(opR

pai × ol i) · ωo
]

= −(opR
pai × ui)T · ωo (12)
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where o l̇i(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the length change velocity of the
i-th cable. The relationship between the change rate of cable
length and the angular velocity of the end-effector is

l̇ = −Jωo (13)

where l̇ is the change rate vector of cable length. J is the
motion Jacobian matrix of CDUCSP. They are represented
by the following equations

l̇ =
[o l̇1o l̇2o l̇3o l̇4]T4×1 (14)

J =


(opR

pa1 × u1)
(opR

pa2 × u2)
(opR

pa3 × u3)
(opR

pa4 × u4)


4×3

(15)

B. DYNAMICS
The dynamic model is the theoretical basis for the robot
to realize the motion control. Using the Newton-Euler
method [57], the dynamic equation of the end-effector is
established in the frame {P}.

Translational dynamic equation:

0 =
4∑
i=1

tiui + mg+ Fq + Fe + Fs (16)

Rotational dynamic equation:

Ipω̇p + ωp × (Ipωp) = Mp +Mg +Me +M s (17)

Mp =

4∑
i=1

(pai × tiui) (18)

Mg = (pr× mg) (19)

where m is defined as the mass of the end-effector, Mp is
the total torque of the four cables acting on the end-effector
in the frame {P}. Mg is the torque of gravity acting on the
end-effector in the frame {P}. Fe and Me are the sum of the
interference force and torque of randomwater wave acting on
the end-effector and the interference force and torque caused
by cable elasticity, respectively. Fs and M s are the inertial
force and torque of catamaran acting on the end-effector,
respectively. Fq is the force of the spherical hinge on the
end-effector, g = [00− 9.8]T m/s2 is the gravity acceleration

vector, Ip =

 Ixx −Ixy −Ixz
−Iyx Iyy −Iyz
−Izx −Izy Izz

 is the inertia tensor of the

end-effector in the frame {P}.
Since the origin P of the frame {P} is stationary relative

to the frame {O}, only the rotational dynamic equation is
considered. FromEq. (17), the dynamic equation of CDUCSP
can be further written

JTT = Mp +Mg +Me +M s (20)

where, T = [t1t2t3t4]T is the tension of the four cables.

FIGURE 3. P-M spectrum under different wave heights.

C. RANDOM WATER WAVE INTERFERENCE
Water waves can be regarded as a random process composed
of countless cosine waves with different amplitudes, frequen-
cies, and random initial phases. The corresponding general
wave surface function can be written as

ζ (t) =
n∑
i=1

ζai cos(ωait + εi) (21)

where ζ (t) is the instantaneous height of the fluctuating
water surface relative to the static water surface, ζai and ωai
represent the amplitude and circular frequency of the i-th
component wave, εi is a random variable within (0, 2π),
which represents the initial phase of the i-th component wave.

In order to determine the amplitude and circular frequency
of each component wave, this paper adopts the P-M spectrum
as the simulated water wave spectrum function [58], and its
form is as follows

Sζ (ωa) =
A
ω5
a
exp

(
−
B
ω4
a

)
(22)

where A = 8.11 × 10−3g2, B = 3.11
/
h21/3, g is the

accelera-tion of gravity, h1/3 is the significant wave height,
ωa is the frequency of water wave.
When h1/3 is 0.5m, 0.25m, and 0.1m respectively, the spec-

tral density function is shown in Fig. 3.
The water wave amplitude obtained according to the equal-

time discrete method [58] is

ζai =
√
2Sζ (ωai)1ωa (23)

where1ωa represents the interval of the sampling frequency.
The slicing method is used to obtain the interference torque
of water waves acting on CDUCSP at different frequency
points, and the interference torque of random water waves
acting on end-effector can be obtained by themethod of linear
superposition [59].
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D. INERTIA TORQUE
Since the base of the 3-DOF parallel platform is fixed on the
catamaran, themovement of the catamaran in the water waves
can cause non-negligible interference to the end-effector.
Pitching, rolling, and heaving are the main swaying motions
of the hull. Considering that the movement of catamaran has
the most influence on the attitude of end-effector, this paper
focuses on the interference of catamaran to the attitude of
end-effector. The inertial torque generated by the catamaran
to the end-effector when it is moving is calculated.

The inertial torque of catamaran acting on the end-effector
is

M s = −[Is(soa+
o
p aC s

oω × ωo)+
s
pω × (Isspω)]

+
s
pR

pr× Fs (24)

Fs = −m[aco + a
o
s +

s
oω × (soω ×

or)+ s
oa×

or

+2soω × (ωo × pr)] (25)
or = o PC o

pR
pr (26)

s
pω =

s
oω + ωo (27)

s
pR =

s
oR

o
pR (28)

where, aco is the acceleration of the center of mass C of the
end-effector relative to the frame {O}, aos is the acceleration of
the origin O of the frame {O} relative to the frame {S}, soω is
the angular velocity of the frame {O} relative to the frame {S},
s
oa is the angular acceleration of the frame {O} relative to the
frame {S}, spω is the angular velocity of the frame {P} relative
to the frame {S}, opa is the angular acceleration of the frame
{P} relative to the frame {O}. Is = s

oR
T IosoR is the inertia

tensor of the end-effector in the frame {S}, soR is the rotation
matrix from the frame {O} to the frame {S}, spR is the rotation
matrix from the frame {P} to the frame {S}. The compensation
torque of the catamaran acting on the end-effector can be
obtained.

Mca = −M s (29)

The compensation torque obtained by catamaran’s move-
ment is simulated and verified. When the frame {O} moves
under a given trajectory, the compensation torque obtained
by Eq. (29) will be compensated to the end-effector. The
simulation result is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 shows the Euler angle change of the end-effector
relative to the frame {S} and the frame {O} relative to the
frame {S}. θo = [αoβoγo]T is the Euler angle of the frame
{O} relative to the frame {S}. It can be observed that when
θo changes, the change of θ of the end-effector relative to the
frame {S} is zero. At this time, the end-effector is stationary
with respect to the frame {S}. The compensation torque cal-
culated by gyroscope and accelerometer can compensate the
interference of the catamaran to the end-effector.

IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN
The CDUCSP system has nonlinearity and strong coupling.
Moreover, it is necessary to overcome the interference of
random water wave on the system and the inertia torque

FIGURE 4. Euler angle change.

FIGURE 5. Diagram of the proposed DIGFTSMC scheme.

of catamaran acting on the end-effector. To ensure high-
precision tracking control of CDUCSP, we propose a novel
DIGFTSMC control scheme in this section. The integral
function is used to realize the design of sliding mode surface.
Furthermore, to further reduce the system chattering, an expo-
nential function is used to design the reaching law.

The DIGFTSMC is composed of an attitude loop and an
angular velocity loop. The attitude loop realizes the tracking
of the desired attitude angle θd of the end-effector. The
angular velocity commandωd is used as a virtual control item
of the ωp. The angular velocity loop realizes the tracking of
the end-effector ωd . The system structure of DIGFTSMC

is shown in Fig. 5.
Based on the dynamic modeling in section III, the rota-

tional dynamic equation of CDUCSP in the frame {P} is

Ipω̇p + ωp×Ipωp = Mp +Mg +Me +M s (30)

where ωp× =

 0 −ωpz ωpy
ωpz 0 −ωpx
−ωpy ωpx 0

 is the skew-symmetric

matrix.

A. ATTITUDE LOOP SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER
The attitude loop controller is used to generate the angular
velocity command ωd . The desired attitude angle is defined
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as θd , and the attitude angle tracking deviation is θe = θd −
θ . In order to improve the convergence speed and achieve
lim
t→∞
‖θd − θ‖ = 0, the integral sliding surface of attitude

loop controller is described by the following equation

s1 = θe +
∫ t

0
(K1signa1 (θe)+K2signa2 (θe))dt (31)

where, s1 ∈ <3 is the sliding variable, K1,K2 > 0, a1 ≥
1, 0 < a2 < 1. Further, for the convenience of expression,
the following operations are defined

signa(θ ) = |θ |a sign(θ) (32)
d
dt
signa(θ ) = asigna−1(θ )θ̇ (33)

where, sign is a sign function. Differentiating Eq. (31) with
respect to time, and substituting Eq. (6) into it, we have

ṡ1 = θ̇e + K1signa1 (θe)+ K2signa2 (θe)

= θ̇d − θ̇ + K1signa1 (θe)+ K2signa2 (θe)

= θ̇d − JPωd + K1signa1 (θe)+ K2signa2 (θe) (34)

The form of the exponential reaching law is designed as

ṡ1 = −H1s1 − H2sign(s1) (35)

where,H1,H2 > 0, the designed attitude loop control law ωd
is

ωd = J−1p [θ̇d + K1signa1 (θe)+ K2signa2 (θe)

+H1s1 + H2sign(s1)] (36)

To prove the correctness of controller convergence,
we consider a Lyapunov function as follows

V1 =
1
2
sT1 s1 (37)

Differentiating V1 with respect to time, while substituting
Eq. (34) and Eq. (36), we have

V̇1 = sT1 ṡ1
= sT1 (θ̇d − JPωd + K1signa1 (θe)+ K2signa2 (θe))

= sT1 (−H1s1 − H2sign(s1))

= −H1 ‖s1‖2 − H2

3∑
i=1

|s1i| < 0 (38)

The global asymptotic stability of the attitude loop con-
troller system is determined by the Lyapunov stability theory.
So, the tracking deviation of the attitude angle can converge
to zero in a finite time.

B. ANGULAR VELOCITY LOOP SLIDING MODE
CONTROLLER
The angular velocity tracking deviation is defined as ωe =
ωd−ωp. To achieve lim

t→∞

∥∥ωd − ωp∥∥ = 0, the integral sliding
surface of angular velocity loop controller is described by the
following equation

s2 = ωe +
∫ t

0
(K3signa3 (ωe)+K4signa4 (ωe))dt (39)

where, s2 ∈ <3 is the sliding variable, K3,K4 > 0, a3 ≥ 1,
0 < a4 < 1. Differentiating Eq. (39) with respect to time,
one can get

ṡ2 = ω̇e + K3signa3 (ωe)+ K4signa4 (ωe)

= ω̇d−ω̇p + K3signa3 (ωe)+ K4signa4 (ωe) (40)

The form of the exponential reaching law is designed as

ṡ2 = −H3s2 − H4sign(s2) (41)

where, H3,H4 > 0, combining Eqs. (30), (40), (41),
the designed angular velocity loop control lawMp is

Mp = Ip(ω̇d + K3signa3 (ωe)+ K4signa4 (ωe))

+ H3s2 + H4sign(s2)+ ωp×Ipωp −Mg +Mca (42)

Substituting Eqs. (27), (30), (42) into Eq. (40), one can get

ṡ2 = ω̇d−ω̇p + K3signa3 (ωe)+ K4signa4 (ωe)

= ω̇d + I−1p (ωp×Ipωp −Mp −Mg −Me −M s)

+K3signa3 (ωe)+ K4signa4 (ωe)

= −I−1p (H3s2 + H4sign(s2)+Me) (43)

To prove the correctness of controller convergence,
we consider a Lyapunov function as follows

V2 =
1
2
sT2 Ips2 (44)

Suppose the interference torqueMe is bounded and H4 >

|Me|. Differentiating V2 with respect to time, while substitut-
ing Eq.(43), we have

V̇2 = sT2 Ipṡ2
= sT2 Ip(−I

−1
p (H3s2 + H4sign(s2)+Me))

= sT2 (−H3s2 − H4sign(s2)−Me)

= −H3 ‖s2‖2 − H4

3∑
i=1

|s2i| − sT2Me

< −H3 ‖s2‖2 < 0 (45)

The global asymptotic stability of the angular velocity loop
controller system is determined by the Lyapunov stability
theory. So, the tracking deviation of the angular velocity can
converge to zero in a finite time.

C. TENSION SOLUTION ALGORITHM
In order to keep the cable tension within the preset
range during the control process, the tension solution algo-
rithm is designed. It can be seen from Eq. (15) and
Eq. (20) that the rotational dynamic equations are non-
homogeneous equations. The tension T of the four cables is
a set of four-dimensional unknown vector. The solution of
non-homogeneous equations includes a basic solution system
and a special solution, which is

T = T s + T f (46)

where T s is a special solution, T f is a basic solution system.
Assuming that the minimum pre-tightening force of the cable
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is Tmin and the maximum allowable tension is Tmax. T s is
designed as

T s =
Tmax + Tmin

2
(47)

The solution to the rotational dynamic equation can be
written as the addition of T s and T f . Eq. (20) can be written
as

JT (T s + T f ) = Mp (48)

Eq. (48) can be written as

JTT f = Mp − JTT s (49)

Since JT is not a square matrix, that is, the robot has
redundant characteristics, there is no inverse matrix for JT .
For non-square matrices, we can solve the Moore-Penrose
pseudoinverse [51]. Let JT− be theMoore-Penrose pseudoin-
verse of JT

JT− = J(JT J)−1 (50)

Substituting Eq. (50) into Eq. (49), we can get

T f = JT−(Mp − JTT s) (51)

Combining Eqs. (46), (50), (51), we have

T = T s + J(JT J)−1(Mp − JTT s) (52)

So the tension of the cable can be maintained between
the preset minimum pre-tightening force and the maximum
allowable tension.

The preset minimum pre-tightening force in the paper
is 10N and the maximum allowable tension is 200N . The
tension values of the four cables do not change much within
this range. The cable elasticity has weaker interference to
the end-effector when working. And the tension of the cable
selected by this paper is far greater than the preset tension
value range, so the elastic deformation of the cable can be
ignored. Therefore, to facilitate modeling, cable elasticity is
not currently considered.

V. SIMULATION ANALYSIS
To verify the validity and advantages of the CDUCSP model
design and proposed control strategy, dynamic simulation
analysis of the model is carried out. By comparing the simu-
lation with the existing GFTSMC and the traditional SMC,
the corresponding simulation results and conclusions are
drawn. The GFTSMC control law design can be seen in the
APPENDIX.

According to the established coordinate system, the rele-
vant parameters of the CDUCSP model are shown in Table 1:

Since the actual operating conditions of the real model
of CDUCSP must be considered, the cable tension must be
kept within the preset tension value range. At the same time,
the torque acting on the end-effector and the end-effector
angular velocity must conform to the actual operating con-
ditions of the model. Therefore, the proposed DIGFTSMC
controller parameters should be within a reasonable range.

TABLE 1. Parameters of CDUCSP.

TABLE 2. Parameters of controller.

The corresponding model simulation convergence time and
convergence speed should also be within a reasonable range.

Therefore, the relevant parameters of the proposed
DIGFTSMC and existing GFTSMC are shown in Table 2:

Set initial angle θ = [0 0 0]T , initial angular velocity
ωp = [0 0 0]T . The simulation time lasts for 15 seconds with
a fixed step size of 0.001.

Simulation 1: Set the desired motion trajectory of the end-
effector is 

α = 5 cos t
β = 5 cos(π t)
γ = 5 cos(π t

/
2)

(53)

Fig. 6 shows random water wave interference torques.
When the significant wave height is 0.25m, it respectively
represents the disturbance torque acting on the end-effector
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FIGURE 6. Random water wave interference torques along the Xp, Yp,
and Zp axes.

along the Xp, Yp, and Zp axes. The attitude angle tracking of
α, β, and γ are shown in Fig. 7. The attitude angle tracking
errors of α, β, and γ are shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 7 shows that
when the tension value is within the preset range, the three
control schemes can ensure good tracking of the desired tra-
jectory. This result effectively demonstrates the correctness
of CDUCSP dynamic modeling, random water interference
modeling, and catamaran interference modeling. It can be
clearly observed from Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 that the proposed
DIGFTSMC has better control performance among the three
control schemes. Compared with the other two, the proposed
control strategy has faster convergence and higher accuracy.
The stable tracking error is within ±0.02◦. It is validated
that the proposed controller can effectively suppress external
interference and has high tracking accuracy.

Fig. 9 shows the four cable tension changes under the
DIGFTSMC scheme when the end-effector runs along the
desired trajectory. The tensions are all positive, and there is no
abnormal mutation point, which meets the preset minimum
pre-tightening force and maximum allowable force. The vari-
ation of tensions conforms to the actual movement of the end-
effector, which proves the rationality of the tension solution
algorithm. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the control torque change
and angular velocity change of the end-effector along the Xp,
Yp, and Zp axes under the DIGFTSMC scheme, respectively.
It can be seen that there is no sudden change point in the
continuous curve change, which is in line with the actual
situation of the end-effector movement.

Simulation 2: Set the desired motion trajectory as a step
signal, which is specifically expressed as{

α = 0, β = 0, γ = 0, (0 ≤ t < 2)
α = 5, β = 5, γ = 5, (2 ≤ t ≤ 15)

(54)

The external interference torque is the same as Fig. 6. The
step response curves of α, β, and γ are shown in Fig. 12.
The step response tracking errors of α, β, and γ are shown
in Fig. 13. The simulation results show that the step response
of the end-effector can effectively track the desired motion

FIGURE 7. Attitude trajectory tracking of (a) α, (b) β, and (c) γ .

trajectory under external interference. The overshoots of step
response are 0.64%, 0.75%, and 0.625%, respectively. When
the step response curves reach and stay within ±2% of the
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FIGURE 8. Attitude tracking errors of (a) α, (b) β, and (c) γ .

final value, the settling times are 0.038s, 0.035s, and 0.039s,
respectively. The stable tracking error is within ±0.02◦. The
results validate that the system has fast dynamic response and
small stability error.

FIGURE 9. Tensions of the four cables with time.

FIGURE 10. Control torque acting on CDUCSP along the Xp, Yp, and Zp
axes.

FIGURE 11. Angular velocities along the Xp, Yp, and Zp axes.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a cable-driven parallel platform is proposed
for underwater camera stabilization. The designed parallel
mechanism driven by four cables realizes the high water-
proof requirement of the platform. Aiming at the influence of
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FIGURE 12. Step response of attitude.

FIGURE 13. Step response tracking errors of attitude.

external water wave interference and catamaran’s movement,
a more accurate dynamic model is established. And consider-
ing the cable tension problem, the tension solution algorithm
designed can meet the system requirements. To achieve the
accuracy and robustness of trajectory tracking, a DIGFTSMC
control strategy is designed. Furthermore, the proposed con-
troller and existing GFTSMC and SMC are co-simulated in
dynamics under external interference. The results show that
the DIGFTSMC has faster response speed, strong robustness,
and has the characteristics of fast finite time convergence
and higher tracking accuracy. The rationality and high image
stabilization accuracy of CDUCSP are validated. The estab-
lished CDUCSP can provide a theoretical reference for devel-
oping UCSP.

Moreover, the following issues should be considered
before the development and practical application of the phys-
ical model:

(1) More actual system constraints and uncertainties need
to be considered in the controller design, such as the sensor
measurement errors.

(2) The optimal tension distribution strategy of each cable
needs to be considered more carefully. And the time effi-

ciency of cable tension optimization algorithm also needs to
be further studied.

In future work, the above-mentioned problems will be
studied and solved. And the CDUCSP physical model will
be developed, and its performance will be comprehensively
compared and tested in the actual underwater environment.

APPENDIX
The integral sliding surface of GFTSMC is described by the
following equation [49], [50]

s3 = ωe + K5signa5 (θe)+ K6signa6 (θe) (55)

where s3 ∈ <3 is the sliding variable, K5,K6 > 0, a5 ≥ 1,
0 < a6 < 1. The form of the exponential reaching law is
designed as

ṡ3 = −H5s3 − H6sign(s3) (56)

where, H5,H6 > 0, combining Eqs. (30), (55), (56),
the GFTSMC control lawMp is

Mp = Ip[θ̇e(K5a5signa5−1(θe)+ K6a6signa6−1(θe))

+ω̇d + H5s3 + H6sign(s3)]

+ωp×Ipωp −Mg+Mca (57)

The integral sliding surface of conventional SMC is
described by the following equation [50]

s4 = ωe + K7θe (58)

where s4 ∈ <3 is the sliding variable, K7 > 0. The form of
the exponential reaching law is designed as

ṡ4 = −H7s4 − H8sign(s4) (59)

where, H7,H8 > 0, combining Eqs.(30), (58), (59), the con-
ventional SMC control lawMp is

Mp = Ip(ω̇d + K7θ̇e + H7s4 + H8sign(s4))

+ωp×Ipωp −Mg +Mca (60)
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